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A: It looks like you are trying to preprocess the output of openssl enc -base64 -d -in output.txt into a http stream. Instead, you could use
the | command to pipe that output into something more suitable for the shell (like cURL): curl -T - -u username:password -d@- | base64

If you want to pipe that data into jq, jq -c -r '. | base64' input.txt Q: How to fix "maxLength is not a valid attribute for HTML5 form
input element" error in IE11? I have code like this: It works fine in Chrome, Safari and Firefox, but in IE11, an error "maxlength is not a
valid attribute for HTML5 form input element" is thrown on text box. Is there anyway to fix this? Note: I cannot modify CSS, so I have
to use HTML/JS A: IE doesn't support HTML5 input maxLength property, however you may have to settle for maxLength attribute. In
IE 11 it's about the same as using maximum length for an input - -maxLength=12 which means it'll take exactly 12 characters. If you

want to make it a bit more specific you could use the attribute^=someValue for example - ^ -maxLength=5 which means it'll take
exactly 5 characters. In the case of the submit button you can ignore it as it's not really a form input type. You should also wrap the form

in a container to allow for more styling to be done. #email-form { width: 300px; margin: 0 auto; } A: Slight fix to BrowserStack
3e33713323
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